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THE GRAND TOUR FOR THE CONTEMPORARY TRAVELLER NOW RE-IMAGINED BY THE SET HOTELS
Taking in the vibrancy and creative dynamism of London, Paris and Amsterdam,
you are invited on an inspiring journey of enlightenment whilst unveiling
the cultural heart of each vibrant city.
Plan your Ideal Urban Getaway Grand Tour on a 5 nights (pay 4) or 8 nights (pay 6).
Contact Atelier Voyage or book directly individual properties online (see below).

DISCOVER AKASHA SPA IN EACH OF THE SET HOTELS
Your urban escape, each with generous indoor pool and stunning facilities, Akasha is leading a new
concept and holistic approach to wellbeing. “Akasha" is a Sanskrit word that encapsulates the core
vision to harmoniously unite the four basic elements of nature: earth, water, ﬁre and air.
The three founding hotels of The Set — London, Amsterdam and Paris — are located in the cultural
heart of their respective vibrant cities. They attract people who drive change and creativity and
are places where established and emerging ideas come together to shape the future:

HOTEL CAFÉ ROYAL

CONSERVATORIUM

London, UK

Amsterdam, Netherlands

Opened in 1865 and previously the haunt of
famed patrons, from royalty and celebrity, to the
creative and the notorious, Café Royal, London
has been an established and iconic landmark
on the British capital’s social scene
for over a century.

Located in the heart of Amsterdam’s famous
museum district, Conservatorium is
Amsterdam’s leading luxury lifestyle palace.
Right opposite the Rijksmuseum, Van Gogh
Museum and Stedelijk Museum and next to the
luxury shopping district.

Located in the heart of London, with elegant
Mayfair to the west, creative Soho to the east
and sophisticated St. James to the south, the
hotel is perfectly positioned within walking
distance of London’s ﬁnest shopping streets,
tourist attractions and theatreland.

Conservatorium has been designed for a new
generation of travellers who expect a hotel to
not only offer immaculate contemporary
design, exceptional service and exemplary
facilities, but also provide them with an entree
to the social and cultural life of a destination.

BOOK NOW ONLINE
VIA ATELIER VOYAGE

BOOK NOW ONLINE
VIA ATELIER VOYAGE

HOTEL LUTETIA
Paris, France
Located in the heart of the iconic Saint-Germain-des-Prés, the Hotel Lutetia just opened its doors in
late June 2018. Enlightened by the directive of Bon Marché and inaugurated in 1910, the hotel has
been at the crossroads of the greatest artists of the 20th century such as Ernest Hemingway,
Josephine Baker, Pablo Picasso and many more.
After four years of renovation driven by internationally renowned architect Jean-Michel Wilmotte, the
new Lutetia combines heritage and modernity individually designed for contemporary living with all the
facilities and amenities of today’s palace hotels. Lutetia also features the spectacular 700 sqm Akasha
Holistic Spa with a 17m swimming pool bathed in natural daylight.

BOOK NOW ONLINE VIA ATELIER VOYAGE

Atelier Voyage is proud to be a Founding European VIRTUOSO Member
and a preferred partner with The Set Hotels, ensuring that your stay
at the above properties is a brilliant experience from start to ﬁnish.
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